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FROM NZ - J D CHRISTIAN
Wendies, A lot is going on at
present. France is calling for a world
currency now. I don’t think ours is
going to last much longer and will
probably be replaced with the $A, but
then they want a regional currency
too, or do they just want to go straight
to a world currency for everyone?!
TIME WILL TELL!
(READ further comments re Gillard’s
visit to NZ p. 49 this Issue from JDC)
There presently is $210 billion
in (UNSECURED) Term Deposit
savings accounts in the big banks
in New Zealand. Well, the Reserve
Bank of New Zealand yesterday
(controlled by the BIS in Switzerland)
cannot be much plainer can they?
Here now, the cheeky so-and-sos
are actually telling you that they
want the retail banks to “prepare for
failure!” I have a distinct feeling a
lot of Kiwis are going to lose their
nest-eggs and shirts off their backs
soon.
www.scoop.co.nz/stories/BU1103/
S00442/reserve-bank-wants-big-banksto-be-prepared-for-failure.htm

Just recently, on 11 March,
2011, Bill English our Minister of Finance, announced that the NZ Government was considering options for
maintaining confidence in the financial system when the Retail Deposit
Guarantee Scheme expires at the end
of 2011 by implementing a policy
called “Open Bank Resolution.”

www.guide2.co.nz/money/news/investing/english-maintaining-confidence-in-th

Now if you click on
www.bi.go.id/NR/rdonlyres/8180464450F8-411E.../ibcr0212.pdf

“Indonesian Banking Crisis
Resolution” you will see that just prior
to the Indonesian Banking Crisis in
1997-1999 when most of Indonesia’s
banks collapsed, that the Indonesian
Government had introduced an
“Open Bank Resolution’ policy
THAT DIDN’T WORK about a year
before, but this only led further to
the collapse of the National banking
system!!!! Ironically, our Government
here is preparing this same policy
now!!!!!
So on this basis, it looks like
we have a maximum of about 2 years
or so before New Zealand’s banks
will have a serious “run on the currency” as it consistently declines in
value ultimately causing the banks
to collapse. I don’t see Australia going down as quickly as New Zealand,
however, should New Zealand’s
economy and currency fatally
collapse, it could have quite a
serious affect and ramifications for
Australia, although not fatal. The likely
affect, I believe, would be to
recapitalize the banks in New Zealand with the Australian dollar, and
reunite NZ as a state of Australia. Time
will tell. If such an event were to
occur, Aussies could freely come
over here for awhile to pickup cheap
holiday houses, to escape the flash
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floods and raging bushfires to relax in the rain,
and we could fly over to the sunny
GOLD COAST for psychiatric treatment and rehabilitation once a
month to relieve us of our nightmares
of incessant earthquakes.
NZ - J D Christian
LAURIE ADDISON’S COMMENTS:
www.scoop.co.nz/stories/BU1103/
S00442/reserve-bank-wants-bigbanks-to-be-prepared-for-failure.htm

The above information from
J. D. Christian sounds like there is an
attempt by the Banks to downplay
the seriousness of a bank failure,
stalling for time so to say. It would
require a brief closure of the bank
to spread the liability.
• FIRSTLY by dumping the bank
losses on the shareholders and
• SECONDLY downsizing creditors
accounts so there is a sizeable pool
of money to keep trading with.
Such a system is only stalling the
inevitable and eventually a collapse
could occur. If and when it happens
it will no doubt snowball and
affect all banking and assets held
in Pension & Super funds etc.
This report concerns New
Zealand but it should be remembered that the Australian Government guarantee on bank deposits
expires in October 2011.
Cont’d on p. 104

Posted 3-3-11
BREAKING NEWS:

HIGH COURT JUDGMENT
SUGGESTS CHRISTIAN
BELIEFS HARMFUL TO
CHILDREN. FOSTERING
BY CHRISTIANS
NOW IN DOUBT.

www.christianconcern.com/our-concerns/
religious-freedom/breaking-news-high-courtjudgment-suggests-christian-beliefs-harmful-

The High Court has suggested
that Christians with traditional views
on sexual ethics are unsuitable as
foster careers, and that homosexual
‘rights’ trump freedom of conscience
in the UK.
The Judges stated that
Christian beliefs on sexual ethics
may be ‘inimical’ to children, and
they implicitly upheld an Equalities
and Human Rights Commission
(EHRC) submission that children
risk being ‘infected’ by Christian
moral beliefs.
Cont’d from page 98
as agricultural traders and analysts
warn that the latest revision to US and
Global stocks means there is no further
room for weather problems, a new
cyclone is preparing to hit Australia,
brutal winter weather in India has
killed nearly 130, and more snow is
warned to hit America, and we’re not
even two full weeks into 2011… may God
have mercy on us all.
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RED ALERT STORY:
Read also Articles...
• P. 73 THE U. S. ECONOMIC
COLLAPSE

• P. 96 OBAMA ORDERS MILITARY

Brussels to host the
•
Parliament of the World’s
Religions in 2014
http://us1.campaign-archive2.com/
?u=15d4f7de1064a5171ce87bc0e
&id=91d2871d67&e=0a18932f33

“More than 10,000 people from
diverse religious, spiritual and
convictional traditions will participate
in the 2014 Parliament, which will last
for 7 days and will comprise more than
500 programs, workshops and dialogues,
alongside music, dance, artistic exhibitions and related events hosted by
religious communities and cultural
institutions. Since the historic 1893
World’s Parliament of Religions was held
in Chicago, modern Parliaments have
been held in Chicago (1993), Cape Town
(1999), Barcelona (2004) and Melbourne
(2009). These periodic Parliament events
are the world’s oldest and largest interreligious gatherings.
As the capital of the European
Union, Brussels is a microcosm of the
challenges and possibilities present in an
increasingly multi-religious and multicultural continental society. Historical
and geo-political dynamics connect
Brussels and Europe to the rest of the
world in powerful ways that have farreaching implications.
The compelling global case for a
Parliament in Brussels was amplified by

TO PREPARE FOR
SPRING FOOD RIOTS
P.69 JAPAN’S COLLAPSE
PREDICTED

the urgent need to address the issue of
social cohesion in Europe and other
regions experiencing religious, cultural
and ethnic diversity. The role of Brussels as the capital of the European
Union provides a regional and international reach, and taps into widespread
dynamics that ultimately impact every
corner of the world. The potential for
social unrest or social transformation,
at this pivotal moment in history, was
the final determining factor in answering the question:
Why Brussels? Why now?”
DESPATCH: Will the FALSE PROPHET
be there UNITING all Religions
under the Anti-christ during the
TRIBULATION, how close are we to
the Rapture???
Cont’d from page 13
It is said that banking is
built on confidence.
In REALITY it is built
on a confidence TRICK!
The following site will give
you insight as to why an engineered
collapse may occur in the forseeable future.
www.prophecynewswatch.com
/2011/January01/0115.html
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